Bible series have treated these forms. Commenting on no?n in Ruth 1:22, Edward Campbell wrote that it "is usually taken to be the third person masculine plural independent pronoun 'they,' but... why the wrong gender, masculine, when the antecedent is the pair [italics added] of women?"9 Campbell thus concluded that nni cannot mean "they" here, and so identified it with the Ugaritic emphasizing particle hm and translated it "now as it happened."'° But J. C. de Moor has effectively shown that hm never has this function in Ugaritic," and therefore it should not be sought in Hebrew.'2 Given the number of times the book of 7For the duality of the participle D't'ltW , "ranging," below, p. 56. Ruth uses dual pronouns,13 it is better to parse ;on; here as another instance of this usage. Marvin Pope attempted to explain the use of D;1 in Song 6:5 as follows:
The independent pronoun is here the masculine form hem, although eyes, as other paired organs of the body are regularly feminine. If the eyes in question are the multiple eyes of the Eye Goddess, the abnormal gender of the pronoun would be explicable.14 The logic of Pope's second sentence is difficult to follow. How the multiple eyes of the Eye Goddess could be construed as masculine escapes me. Moreover, the entire strophe is addressed to the young heroine of the work and not to any deity. Regardless, there is no discordance of gender here. D;1 is the third person common dual pronoun referring to the feminine dual antecedent T'yI, "your eyes." Further evidence for the duality of the independent pronoun here is the two-fold use of the common dual pronominal suffix D(n)-in the following verse, Song 6:6.'1 On these forms, Pope is silent.
There are no instances of the second person common dual pronoun * nx in Hebrew. That it existed, however, may be determined by both the comparative evidence, e.g., Arabic 'antuma and Egyptian tny,'6 and the analogy of the third person form.
Whereas only the above cited four examples of the independent personal pronoun duals exist in Biblical Hebrew, the pronominal sufffixes commonly exhibit dual usage. Based on the Arabickuma and the Ugaritic -km, ' There must have been an early Hebrew feminine dual suffix which ended in -m, just as the masculine plural ending does but contrasted with the feminine plural -n. Presumably th vowel pattern was the distinguishing feature. As texts containing this old form were transmitted across the centuries, it was generally forgotten and was replaced by the standard masculine and feminine plural forms. But in a few places it survived. Since the Ruth text as we have it is quite scrupulou in its correct use of gender, these relics must be regarded as to anceps which occasionally appears in Semitic; cf., e.g., C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen, (Berlin, 1908), I, 460. The "two-headed" final vowel of the second person dual form i treated long in Arabic, but short in Hebrew, where it drops in final position. Th explanation of -kumd/ DD-also holds for -humd/ D;-and katabtumda/ Drntp both discussed below, and humda/(l)nr, discussed above. and two milch cows that have had no yoke upo them (c. dual)... but remove their (c. dual) calv from behind them (c. dual) into the house I Sam. 6:10 n,n: 2 : on,: nr' n5SK1 D1iDO, nFlmY nin 'nv and they took two milch cows and harnessed th (c. dual) to the cart, and they shut up their (c. d Dahood also misconstrued OD;1 in Eccles. 2:10 (cited below, p. 47); he parsed it as the third person masculine plural form used with a feminine antecedent; as I demonstrate, it is rather the third person common dual form.
31 Many scholars, Cassuto among them, believe that Shiphrah and Puah are merely representatives of an entire team of midwives, mainly because two midwives "would not appear to be consonant with the needs of an entire people" (op. cit., p. 13). Now that the duality of aD;1 has been established, this view should be discarded. Were more than two midwives delivering Israelite babies, the author most probably would have used T;1, "for them (f.pl.)," and not ia3;. Mention should also be made of the first person common du suffix -ny known from Ugaritic 36 and Egyptian,37 to which shoul also be compared Homeric vci).38 However, it is highly unlikely th Biblical Hebrew used this form; at least no sure example of a tirst person common dual '3-is attested.
Dual Verbs
Dual forms are not limited to pronouns, either in genera Semitic or in Hebrew. Arabic, Ugaritic, Egyptian, and the olde stages of Akkadian also use dual forms of the verb, both perfe and imperfect. Based on the above cited pronoun evidence, it i most likely that dual verbs were also used in Hebrew. 39 Since the third person masculine dual perfect is katabd i Arabic, qtl in Ugaritic,40 and parsd in Akkadian,4' the cor The biggest question is how to vocalize the Ugaritic form. The answer is supplied by the form ylt, "they bore (f. dual)," predi- example where the a > 6 shift does not occur.5
As to the evolution of the third person common dual Hebrew perfect and Akkadian permansive forms, I would suggest that at an early time the masculine forms replaced the feminine forms, so that a cognate to Arabic katabata, Ugaritic qtlt, Egyptian sdm-ty, is lacking in Hebrew and Akkadian. The tendency for the masculine to replace the feminine is common in Semitic. An excellent example is the Hebrew third person plural perfect, where masculine lUvp replaces feminine ,;Uvp, the latter appearing only vestigially.
With 
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The second person dual perfect (=permansive) is not attested in Akkadian, but see the comments of Ungnad-Matous, op. cit., p. 64, and Fontinoy, op. cit., pp. 43-46. The Egyptian cognate form is the common sdm-t(y)wny, but the n masculine plural form, it is impossible to distinguish the two. It is assumed that the vocalizations of the two differed in ancient times, but MT does not reckon with the distinction.
When a feminine subject is used, however, it is possible to distinguish between the second person common dual OnUp7 and the second person feminine plural TntUp. If the latter is used in reference to a feminine pair, it can only be the plural form. But if the former is used to refer to a feminine pair, it may be the dual Moving to the imperfect, we note that there is little agreement among the Semitic languages regarding the third person dual forms. In Arabic, masculine and feminine are distinguished, yaktubani being used for the former and taktubdni for the latter. In Ugaritic, there apparently is a consistent interchange of yqt and tqtln, with both forms being used for both genders.59 I Akkadian, a truly common form is used, iparrasa. 63 More than a century ago, F. Bottcher, Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der hebraischen Sprache (Leipzig, 1863), II, §931, claimed that the ;rl5VT' "Mischformen" in Gen. 30:38, I Sam. 6:12, are duals. In the first example, however, the subject is collective TRX, "sheep." Only in the second example is the subject dual, but this may be coincidental. It is better to treat these nlup', forms as The subject of this passage is unquestionably feminine dual and the pronoun ;t,lt has already been shown to be common dual.69 Thus it would appear that the participle here is also common dual.
Summary
The charts below present the material discussed in this article in paradigm form: works which are difficult to date, e.g., Proverbs, Psalms, and Job, a number of the dual forms cited in this article appear in works of an unquestionably late date. Here may be cited from the Moran noted a similar situation in Akkadian: although dual personal pronouns were no longer used in native Akkadian after the 20th century B.C.E., they appear in the El-Amarna letters originating from Canaan in the 14th century; "Though not without parallel. .. this is surely the most extraordinary example of the tenacity and conservatism of the western scribal tradition."74
The persistence of the dual pronouns and verbs in Hebrew into the Greco-Roman period is a result of that same tradition.
